L
ET X, Y be jointly stationary and ergodic processes. Let the stationary process Z be a stochastic encoding of X. Suppose some block decoding of (Z, Y) yields an estimate of X to within the distortion level D. The WynerZiv theorem says that if R > I( X, Z 1 Y), then a block encoding Z of X at a rate less than R can be found so that (2, Y) yields an estimate of X within the level D by means of an appropriate block decoding. Wyner and Ziv prove their result [l l] in two steps. First, they find a block encoding U of X so that H(U] Y) = 1(X, UJ Y) <R and (V, Y) yields X to within D. (That is, U maintains the same information rate inequality and distortion level as Z.) The second step is to apply the Slepian-Wolf theorem to the pair process (U, Y) to get a block encoding Z of U at rate less than R so that a block decoding of (2, Y) gives such a close estimate to U that (2, Y) can yield an estimate of X to within D. The process Z is the desired block encoding of x.
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A drawback to the method is that (U, Y) may not be N-ergodic, where N is the block length of the code which yields U. If not, the Slepian-Wolf theorem cannot be used. (Wyner and Ziv consider only the case where the individual letter-pairs {(Xi, Y)}E --Q) of (X, Y) are independent, and so N-ergodicity is achieved.) This difficulty can be overcome by using sliding-block codes instead of block codes.
In this paper we extend this method of Wyner and Ziv so that it will apply to a wide variety of multiterminal source configurations. The extension can be described as follows. The processes X1,. . . , XN appearing at terminals 1 through N of an N-terminal source, are stochastically encoded into processes W', * * *, WN, respectively, which are sent to the receiver. (There may be additional stochastic encodings representing side information between the terminals.) It is assumed that each X' can be recovered by a decoding of IV'; . * , WN to within some prescribed level. Also certain inequalities involving conditional information rates are given relating the Xi's and the W' 's. The first step of our method allows us to repJace each W' one by one with a sliding-block encoding W' of Xi, so that the same information rate inequalities and the same distortion levels are maintained. (No work is involved here; Lemmas 1 and 2 which follow allow us to immediately perform this step.) The second step is to sliding-block encode each I$" into a process l@ so that the desired rates for the encoders are obtained. A sliding-block version of the Slepian-Wolf theorem (Theorem 1 to follow) allows us to do this so that such a small amount of additional distortion is introduced in going from the {I@'} back to the {I&"} that the original distortion levels for recovering X', . . . , XN are maintained.
We apply this method to give simple proofs of slidingblock versions of theorems of Berger, Kaspi, and Tung. (See Theorems 2 and 3.) These results were previously known for block codes, but the proofs involve complicated "Markov lemmas" and "random bin" arguments [l] , [4] , [lo] . In addition to simplicity, another advantage of our method over previous methods is that it yields sliding-block coders. This easily implies the existence of block coders. On the other hand, it is not yet known how to replace the block coders in a block multiterminal source coding theorem with sliding-block coders. It is clear how to do this for a one-terminal source [9] . If one applies the method given in [9] to a multiterminal source {X1,. . . , XN} with N > 1, one attempts to convert a block encoding of each subsource Xi into a sliding-block encoding by inserting random "punctuation" in the Xi sequence and then using the block encoder to encode the pieces of the Xi sequence lying between successive times where the punctuation has been inserted. However, in order for the decoder to operate, it would appear that the encoders of the separate subsources must insert their punctuation in the same positions, but since the encoders cannot cooperate, this is impossible. This difficulty was overcome in noiseless multiterminal source coding [6] to obtain a sliding-block version of the Slepian-Wolf theorem. We overcome this difficulty in this paper for non-noiseless multiterminal source coding by constructing the required sliding-block codes directly without first finding block codes.
We now need to make some formal definitions. If S is a finite set, let S" be the set of all doubly infinite sequences x = (xi)?= _ co from S. We consider S" to be a measurable space with the usual product u-field. In this paper, by a process X we will mean a measurable mapping from a probability space (a, 9, P) to a sequence space S", S finite. S is called the state space of the process. A process with state space S will serve as the mathematical model for an information source with alphabet S. An N-terminal source in this context is just a family {X1, -* *, X"} of N processes defined on & with (possibly different) finite state spaces.
If A, B are finite sets, a map cp: A" + B" is called a stationary code if it is measurable and if +(TAx) = T'(+(x)), for all x E A", where Z", TB denote the shifts on A", Bm, respectively. The stationary code $I is called a sliding-block code if there exists for some integer m a map G': kP+' + B such that
where Z denotes the. set of integers. If X, Y are processes defined on the same measurable space, we write X < Y as a shorthand for the property that X = +(Y) for some stationary code c$. That is, X < Y means that X is a stationary coding of Y. We write X -C Y(D) if X, Y are jointly stationary and
for some stationary code +, where if U is a process defined on the space !J with state space S and i E Z, then Ui:: 52 + S is the map
That is, X < Y(D) means that we can decode Y to obtain an estimate of X to within the distortion level D. The relation "< " is transitive; that is, if X-C Y and Y < Z, then X < Z. Also, we will need the fact that if X < Y(D) and Y < Z, then X < Z(D). If w'; *. , Wk are processes on the measurable space Q with state spaces B,, . . a, B,, respectively, the product notation W'W' * * . Wk denotes the process with state space B, X . . . X B, such that w'w2.. and for any sliding-tion, the encoders and decoders in this theorem are stablockcodes +,, +*, Gg, hp4, +55, tionary codes. If they are not sliding-block codes, by [3, theorem 3.11 they may be replaced by sliding-block codes.
a> H(htXYW") I W") + Ht+,(XYW) I W>,
The block coding version of Theorem 2 was proved by Berger [l] and Tung [lo] for the case N = 2, X1X2 W' W* b) ~(cp,(XYW"), +2(J3'w")
an independent process. The following result, proven in the Appendix, is a version of the Slepian-Wolf theorem for stationary codes. It is used to accomplish the second step of our method. In the following, if X', . . . , XN are processes and S is a nonempty subset of { 1,2,. . *, N}, X' denotes the process Xjl . * * Xjk where S = {j,, . . . , ji} and j, < * * . < jk. SC denotes the complement of S(in { 1, * * . , N}). Of course, if S is null (S = +), then by I(U, V) X') we mean I( U, V) and by H( U 1 Xs) we mean H(U).
Proof: CaseI,AIlH(X')=O:
TakeJ$"'=X',i=l;*.,N. 
X' and H(X'l) = 0. Hence z( xs, ws ( xT'w~-S)
We will now prove the following theorem using our method. We conclude the paper with another application of our method. 
X< UVW(D,.); Y< UVW(D,).
Then there exist processes c, p, and 6' such. that 4 lkr, ir<xe, P<Y
d) H(k) IR,,, H(ir) IR,, H(f) <R, e) X-C fiP@(D,); Y< oP@Dy).
Remarks: One interprets this result as follows. First, W is a stochastic encoding of Y, which the Y-encoder sends to the X-encoder as side information; he also sends W to the receiver. The process V is a stochastic encoding of Y and W, which the Y-encoder sends only to the receiver. The process U, which is a stochastic encoding of X together with the side information W, is sent to the receiver by the X-encoder. The decoder can estimate X and Y to within certain distortion levels using the information contained in U, V, W. Keeping these levels the same, it is desired to replace the stochastic encodings U, V, W by deterministic encodings at certain rates. The block coding version of Theorem 3 was proved by Kaspi and Berger [4] for XYUVW an independent process. 
R, > H(UI VW) = H(UW( VW@ R, > H(V( VW) = H(VWI UWti).
Applying Theorem 1, there are 0, P such that i? < VW, t< VW, H(c)< R,, H(P) < R,, and UVW< I%%.
Thus d) and e) hold. Note that fi < UW < XW < X?& Also, P < VW < Y, and so c) holds. we mean a collection Y = {vx: x E A"'} of probability measures on Bm such that the map x --) v,(E) is measurable on A" for each measurable E C B". If p is a measure on Am, let pv denote the measure on Am X B" such that for each measurable E c A" and measurable F c Bm. In a subsequent proof, we will need to know some types of channels, which we now define.
1) [A, v, B]
is stationary if vT.,(7"E) = v,(E) for all x, E.
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2) [A, v, B] is an n&order discrete memoryless channel (DMC) if there exists for each x E A" a measure $ on B' such that for each x E Am, the variables _<($,+,; .;,~n+n)}~-m are independent under vx with each ( I$,+, , . . . , Y,,+ .) having distribution s (Xin+l,...r Xin+n) .
3) [A, v, B] is n-Markovian if each vx is n-Markovian. 4) [A, v, B] has finite input memory and anticipation if there exists m such that for each n and each E C B" and each i E Z, vJ (~+,,. . . ,e+,,) E E] depends on x only through the coordinates xi-m,. . .,x~+~+~.
5) [A, v, B] is nonsingtdar if for each x E A" and finitedimensional cylinder subset E of Bm, we have v,(E) > 0. . ,E,,) = x, otherwise.
Proof of Lemma
Let [A, X", B] be the nth order DMC built from {cx,: x E A"}. Let [A, v", B] be the channel such that n-l stationary n-Markovian channel such that for each i E Z and x E Am, (E; . . ,z+n) has the same distribution under v," and v,. 
Appealing to [3, theorem 3.11, we know that (A3) must hold for some sliding-block code +. The proof is now complete.
Proof of Lemma 2: XYW" 5 XYW by [6, lemma 51. Now
H(XYW] W) = H(YI W) + H(XJ Y). The same is true when W is replaced by W". Thus H(XYW" ( wn) -H(xYW( w).
By upper-semicontinuity of conditional entropy rates, 
ZZ( F( XY) ) G(XY)) and H( F( XYW) I W).
Lemma 3: Let X, Y be jointly stationary and ergodic processes and let ZZ( XI Y) < 6. Then there exists a process U < X such that H(U) < 6 and X < UY.
Proof: Pick positive e,, e2, . . . so that Zp3, ,c, < 6 and H( X I Y) < e,. Applying repeatedly the sliding-block version of the Slepian-Wolf theorem [6, theorem 11, pick processes v', v2, . . . < X so that Then each [A, v", B] is stationary, nonsingular, has finite input H( V') < er and H( Xs I v' . . . l"Y) < ei+, 7 i= 1,2;... 
